
 
 
Regulatory Affairs Specialist 
 
One of our skilled Regulatory Affairs employees has decided to retire, so we are looking for a new employee 
for an important and central position at Einar Willumsen. 
 
 
About the job 
Regulatory Affairs is a central and important part of the entire chain at Einar Willumsen (EW) from approval of 
raw materials, development of legal recipes, handling of hazardous substances as well as regulatory support 
to the sales department and customers. We are looking for an employee with knowledge within EU food 
legislation who can support all departments in the house.  
In this job you will be able to utilize your abilities to read and interpret legislation as well as translate this 
into practical solutions. You will play a very important role, by helping EW and our customers to be updated 
on current legislation, as well as ensuring that we meet relevant requirements and expectations from 
authorities, certifying bodies and internal partners. Part of the work will deal with implementing and 
maintaining a complex data system in order to meet all legal requirements. 
As a Regulatory Affairs Specialist, you will be an important part of a small, well-functioning and competent 
team of 3 people, where sharing of knowledge and mutual respect are key words. 
 
The job has a varied content often with short deadlines: 

- Advising customers on e.g.  declaration of ingredients, nutritional information and information about 
new legislation and interpretations.   

- Answering questions from customers 
- Preparation of documentations for new products 
- Maintenance of documentation, including product data sheets and safety data sheets 
- Implementation and maintenance of a complex data system  
- Interpretation of legislation and implementation in the company 
-  

About you 
- Education at master level in food science, engineering or similar 
- Minimum 2 years of experience in working with food law. It is an advantage if you know the flavour 

and additive legislation, labelling legislation and the CLP Regulation 
- Strong communication skills in English and preferable also Danish. Reading and understanding Swedish 

is a plus. You easily communicate with external partners, customers and colleagues   
- Structured and detailed mindset and eager to work with a complex data system 
- Service minded and ability to find simple and practical solutions 
- You are open to new areas, including new legislation 
- As a person, you are curious, open and positive. You can work independently and eager to solve 

complex tasks with support from the rest of the RA team as well as interaction with other 
departments  

- You respect deadlines, and can be flexible when it comes to solving problems quickly and efficiently 
 
About the company 
Einar Willumsen (EW) was founded in Copenhagen in 1901 and produces flavour and taste solutions for all 
types of beverages and food, for example sodas, cider, energy drinks, wine gum, cheese, yoghurt, meat 
products and cakes. EW is a leader in the Nordic region but also serves customers throughout Europe, the 
Middle East, Asia and the United States. The main shareholder is a commercial fund, which i.a. supports non-
profit purposes, and which ensures the company's independence as well as long-term focus. EW is a modern 
high-tech ingredient company with headquarters in Brøndby and a subsidiary in Malmö. The company employs 
about 80 people with more than 10 different nationalities. Read more about EW at www.einarwillumsen.com. 
 
For further information, you can contact Regulatory Affairs Manager, Birgit Bønsager, email: 
bbo@ewflavours.com, tel.: 23810943. 
The application and CV must be sent to job@ewflavours.com by September 21, 2020, but we will continuously 
look at the applications and call for interviews. 
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